
  

Seen through the window of an art gallery:

  “OH WELL, THAT'S THE 
WAY IT GOES.  IT IS 
WHAT IT IS.  WHAT 
CAN YOU DO?  WHAT 
WILL BE WILL BE.  
DON'T GET YOUR 
HOPES UP.  SHIT 
HAPPENS.  NOTHING 
EVER CHANGES.  
JUST LEARN TO LIVE 
WITH IT.”
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DDP elements

Attachment – for a secure emotional base

Intersubjectivity – developing our awareness of self, 
other, and the world through shared experiences with the 
other, expressed nonverbally and verbally

PACE -- “Like being in Grandma's lap!”

Repairs – a path to fixing relationship glitches

Affective/Reflective Dialogue – conversations in which 
the those communicating are reflecting on their experiences while 
also being aware of and able to regulate whatever affect is 
associated with the events that are being explored

Coherent Autobiographical Narrative
-- 'I think your hard story makes some sense!'



  

 
“...be brotherly, cooperative, peaceful, 

courageous, and just....I sometimes think 
that the world will either be saved by 
psychologists – in the very broadest sense 
– or else it will not be saved at all.”

  -- Abraham Maslow, 1955, in his address to the 
American Psychological Association



  

Elephant in the Room of the American 
Psychological Association (2005-2015)

APA – began an incoherent autobiographical narrative.  
APA/PENS.  Report of the Presidential Task Force on Psychological 
Ethics and National Security (a.k.a. the “APA's PENS report”)

           (vocab words: 'regulatory capture', 'sacrifice zones')

DDP works internally on both of us, and between us.

  Open and Engaged, to see and be moved by the other 
person's motives as positive, worth supporting.

  Enthusiastically supporting the other person's motive.

   'How can DDP enhance national security?'

           + Our strength: seeking relationship.

  



  

Our mindset doesn't have to keep 
“waking up the sheriff.”

Traditional binary response to:
  Civil rights demands,

    Human warming of the planet,

      Work-force organizing,

         Demanding children.

We can “wake up” Grandma instead -- practice 
curiosity about, and connection with, the inner life 
and autobiographical narratives of others.

DDP tells us that change begins with relationship. 
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